Functionalist perspectives, this essay will discuss the ordinary German's reactions to the National Socialist regime, the prevalence of German anti-Semitism, the legitimacy of collective responsibility and collective guilt, and how memory and historical approaches to the discourses of the Holocaust influenced German collective identity. This essay will demonstrate the need for the integration of Intentionalist and the Functionalist theory to accurately reconstruct the contextual framework of the Holocaust. We will begin our discussion with the origins of this historiographical debate, and a summary of the Intentionalist, Functionalist, and Synthesis theoretical philosophies.
two distinct groups of historians emerged: the 'Intentionalists' and the 'Functionalists'.
Intentionalists believe that Hitler had plans for the Holocaust well before the Nazi regime came into power in 1933, and often cite his anti-Semitic statements from as early as 1919 as evidence.
They believe that Hitler, as the Fuhrer, was personally responsible for encouraging national antiSemitism, and that the initiative to kill the entire Jewish people came from him and his prominent Nazi members. 2 The majority of the historians in this field, however, reject the oversimplified reasoning of the Intentionalists in favour of the Functionalist perspective. Functionalists claim that the Nazi leadership had little to do with initiating the Holocaust, and instead incriminate the lower ranks of the German bureaucracy. Also referred to as the 'bottom-up approach,' Functionalists believe that it was the rivalry within the unstable Nazi social structure that motivated the Holocaust.
Hitler, they believe, shied away from decision-making on key issues; instead leaving it to subordinates from different agencies to fight it out, with the winner awarded Hitler's approval to act on their ideas.
3 A variance on the Functionalist interpretation is that it was only after failing to expel all of the Jews from Europe that the Nazis resorted to genocide. From a psychological approach, Fritzsche also applies this idea to the regime's foreign policy. Promoting an ideal German life, Nazis linked the near-death they believe Germany had suffered in 1918 to the need to ruin other nations and sentence people to death. 11 The misfortunes of individual Germans in the Weimar years were effectively portrayed by National Socialists as the misfortunes of the nation, convincing the populace that they had both internal and external enemies. 12 Intentionalists argue that this manipulation of the Germans' psyche was part of Hitler's predetermined master plan to gain consent for the elimination of Europe's Jewish population.
Regardless of conflicting premises, both the Functionalists and
Conversely, Fritzsche, as a Functionalist, does not regard Hitler as a central figure in
German life. Based on the diaries referenced in his book, Life and Death in the Third Reich,
Fritzsche argues that it was consent offered at the local level that the National Socialist regime needed most. 13 Fear, opportunism, careerism, and a varying degree of ideological conviction,
Fritzsche suggests, were the elements needed for basic consent to the regime, and were necessary to ensure that the system would function on a day-to-day basis. 14 Peukert questions whether active consent and sympathy with the goals and actions of the regime are enough to explain why National Socialism remained politically unchallenged within Germany. 15 Passive consent, he argues, rests on a process both fostered and combatted by the Nazi regime, which is retreating to the private sphere. With opposing political views now criminalized under National Socialism, a large section of the population began to lead a 'double life'. 16 In public, people pledged their loyalty and met their quotas of economic output, but in private, many pursued non-political leisure activities that created minimal interference from local Nazi bureaucrats. on a daily basis, Germans in a variety of roles and in different degrees of commitment were complicit in mass crime just as small cogs in a large machine. 35 Instilling inclusion through the exclusion of others, National Socialism replaced the Judeo-Christian tradition of universal humanity and individual responsibility with a morality that revolved around the needs of the "Us." 36 Kühne and Benedict Anderson point to the camaraderie that Germans felt through harassing, boycotting, and isolating Jews, other non-Aryans, and any other enemies deemed "alien" to the community. Encouraged by the Nazi regime after 1933, Germans were seen as weak and lacking community spirit if they displayed pity or compassion for "Them." Many Germans avoided contact or severed relations with Jewish neighbours, friends, and colleagues, but only a minority participated willingly in collectively violent anti-Semitism. 37 Despite these considerations, little attention has been given to individual responsibility, motives and interests, which is why Functionalists are often criticized for depersonalizing the Holocaust and for overemphasizing the 'banality of evil'.
38
The Synthesis perspective argues that in addition to the empirical evidence of collective responsibility, there is also political motivation to refuse the claims of German victimhood.
Despite the lives, loved ones, and homes lost in consequence of the Allied air raids and the Barnouw in the first decades following the war, has led to a build-up and increased cultural centrality of the Holocaust.
Barnouw predicts that memory of Nazi criminality will last for a time, but not forever.
Moreover, he believes that with new research and changing political interests, the status quo of permanent sameness of memory will change as well. 
